S2R-DepthNet: Learning a Generalizable Depth-specific Structural Representation
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Abstract

Human can infer the 3D geometry of a scene from a sketch instead of a realistic image, which indicates that the spatial structure plays a fundamental role in understanding the depth of scenes. We are the first to explore the learning of a depth-specific structural representation, which captures the essential feature for depth estimation and ignores irrelevant style information. Our S2R-DepthNet (Synthetic to Real DepthNet) can be well generalized to unseen real-world data directly even though it is only trained on synthetic data. S2R-DepthNet consists of: a) a Structure Extraction (STE) module which extracts a domain-invariant structural representation from an image by disentangling the image into domain-invariant structure and domain-specific style components, b) a Depth-specific Attention (DSA) module, which learns task-specific knowledge to suppress depth-irrelevant structures for better depth estimation and generalization, and c) a depth prediction module (DP) to predict depth from the depth-specific representation. Without access of any real-world images, our method even outperforms the state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods which use real-world images of the target domain for training. In addition, when using a small amount of labeled real-world data, we achieve the state-of-the-art performance under the semi-supervised setting.

1. Introduction

Monocular depth estimation is a long-standing challenging task, which aims to predict the continuous depth value of each pixel from a single color image. This task has a wide range of application in various fields, such as autonomous driving, 3D scene reconstruction and robot navigation, etc. Recently, a wide variety of algorithms based on deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) have achieved good performance with sufficient amounts of annotated data. However, obtaining depth annotations is costly and time-consuming. Some recent methods have investigated self-supervised depth estimation from stereo images or video sequence by view reconstruction. But stereo pairs or video sequences may not always be available in existing datasets. Besides, these models are often limited to the training dataset domain, having difficulty in scaling to various application scenes.

Some researchers switched to use synthetic images for training where depth annotations can be acquired directly. However, there is usually a domain gap between synthetic data and real-world data, which is caused by style discrepancies across different domains. To address this issue, some domain adaptation methods try to align the feature space of synthetic and real-world images or translate synthetic images to realistic-looking ones. However, these methods all require access to the real-world images of the target domain during the training process, but it is impractical to collect real-world images of various scenes.
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Given the above limitations, we consider a more practical domain generalization scenario. In our setting, we only use a large amount of labeled synthetic data without access of any real-world images of the target domain in the training stage. Compared to domain adaptation methods, this is a more difficult task, because we do not even know the style of the real-world images during the training process.

Aiming for better generalizable depth estimation, we need to seek for the essential representation for this task. Structure information is found to be very important for this task [18, 53, 60, 3, 35], and some previous works explore introducing heuristic structure information to network architecture [3, 35] or loss design [53, 18, 60, 35]. We are the first one to explore learning a depth-specific structural representation for generalizable depth estimation. The image representation can be decomposed into a domain-invariant structure component and a domain-specific style component [24, 19, 20]. The structure component can be further divided into a depth-specific structure component and a depth-irrelevant structure component. The depth-specific structure component is the most essential for depth estimation and can be effectively transferred from synthetic domain to real-world domain.

In order to obtain the depth-specific structural representation, we first extract a general domain-invariant structure map from the image using a proposed Structure Extraction (STE) module by decomposing the image into structure and style components inspired by [20]. However, the structural representation we thus obtain is a general and low-level image structure, which contains a large amount of depth-irrelevant structures, such as structures on a smooth surface (e.g., lanes on the road or photos on the wall). Furthermore, we propose a Depth-specific Attention (DSA) module to extract high-level semantic information from the input image and help to suppress the depth-irrelevant structures. Since only depth-specific structural information can pass the STE and DSA modules to the depth prediction (DP) module, our S2R-DepthNet trained on synthetic data can be well generalized to unseen real-world images.

We visualise our learnt structural representation and depth-specific structural representation in Figure 1. Even though there is a distinct style difference between the images from synthetic and real-world image dataset, our learnt structure maps and depth-specific structure maps share many similarities. Furthermore, the depth-specific structure map discards depth-irrelevant structures, e.g., lanes. The highlighted sky is an important cue for vanishing point that is helpful for depth estimation, which is similar to [18].

**Main contributions:**

(i) We are the first to learn a structural representation for generalizable depth estimation, which captures essential structural information and discards style information. S2R-DepthNet can be well generalized to unseen real-world data when only trained on synthetic data.

(ii) We propose a two-stage structural representation learning pipeline: a general low-level Structure Extraction module to discard style information and a Depth-specific Attention module to suppress depth-irrelevant structure with depth-specific knowledge.

(iii) We enable a more practical scenario for the depth estimation task, where there is only a large amount of synthetic data but it is hard to acquire real-world data images or depth annotations.

We carry out extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed domain-invariant structural representations. Even though we do not use real-world images for training, our method still outperforms the state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods that use real-world images of the target domain for training. Surprisingly, when our method uses a small amount of labeled real-world data for training, it also achieves the state-of-the-art performance under the semi-supervised setting.

2. Related Work

**Monocular Depth Estimation.** The monocular depth estimation task aims to estimate depth from a single image. Previous works explore the network structure [17, 27, 8, 47, 3, 45] or are jointly trained with other tasks, e.g., normal [34, 50], optical flow [51, 4] and segmentation [16, 42]. All these works are trained and tested on datasets of a specific domain without considering domain gaps. It is easy for the method to overfit the specific training dataset and lose the capability of generalization. However, obtaining various depth annotations is costly and time-consuming. Some self-supervised methods [15, 57, 43, 51] take video sequences or stereo pairs as training data and use image warping and reconstruction loss to replace explicit depth supervision. However, dynamic objects and low-texture regions are still a challenge for these methods. Our work is the first one to explore another promising direction, which uses only synthetic data for training and tests directly on real data.

**Domain Adaptation and Generalization.** The domain adaptation [10, 30, 36] and generalization [31, 37] methods deal with the domain gap between the training and testing datasets. Domain adaptation methods transfer the model trained on the source domain by seeing data in the target domain while domain generalization only performs training on the source domain and tests on the unseen domain. Inspired by the domain adaptation works, researchers try to leverage synthetic data for training a depth estimation model and transfer it to real data. These works can be roughly divided into two categories: aligning the feature space of synthetic and real images [55, 25, 1] and translating synthetic images to realistic-looking ones [55, 1, 53].

Those methods all need access to real images of the target domain, which means it is still necessary to collect real images for training. Our method gets rid of this limitation.
since we do not use any real images for training and it holds the potential for wider applications.

**Image Translation and Style Transfer.** The image translation task translates images from one domain to another [20, 12, 22]. The previous works [24, 19, 20] decompose image representation into a domain-invariant structural component and a domain-specific style component. Specifically, Kazemi et al. [24] present the style and structure disentangled GAN that learns to disentangle style and structural representations for image generation. Huang et al. [20] disentangle image representation into structure and style codes, and recombine its structure code with a random style code sampled from the style space of the target domain to translate an image to another domain. Targeting for translating images from one style to another, those works extract a structural representation which is disentangled from domain styles. Our goal is to seek for the essential generalizable structural representation for the depth estimation task by getting rid of the influence of irrelevant factors.

### 3. Depth-specific Structural Learning

In this section, we first present an overview of our S2R-DepthNet, then introduce its key modules, and finally provide the training procedure.

#### 3.1. S2R-DepthNet

Our S2R-DepthNet is a generalizable depth prediction framework based on depth-specific structural representation learning. As shown in Figure 2, our framework consists of a Structure Extraction (STE) module $S$, a Depth-specific Attention (DSA) module $A$, and a Depth Prediction (DP) module $P$. To capture the essential representation for depth estimation, we design a two-stage learning pipeline: the STE module to extract a domain-invariant structural representation $M_s$ by disentangling the image into structure and style components, and the DSA module to suppress depth-irrelevant structure with task-specific attention $M_{sa}$, resulting in a depth-specific structure map $M_{sa}$. Finally, we feed $M_{sa}$ into the DP module $P$ to predict the depth.

#### 3.2. Structure Extraction Module

The STE module aims to extract domain-invariant structure information from images with different styles. The STE module consists of an encoder $E_s$ to extract structure information and a decoder $D_s$ to decode the encoded structure information into a structure map as shown in Figure 2.

Inspired by the image translation work [20], we adopt an image translation framework to train the encoder $E_s$. In order to make the $E_s$ generalizable to various style images, we choose the Painter By Numbers (PBN) dataset\(^1\) with a large style variation as the target domain for image translation and the images of a synthetic dataset as the source domain. We use a shared $E_s$ to extract structure for both the source and target datasets. This is different from [20] which uses different encoders for the source and target datasets. Thus $E_s$ can see various styles of data and extract structural features that are not sensitive to any specific style. After the training of $E_s$, we can extract the structure information from the synthetic images. The weights of $E_s$ are fixed when training other modules to maintain its ability for general structure extraction.

In order to restore the spatial structure of the encoded information of $E_s$, we choose to use a decoder $D_s$ to reconstruct a structure map $M_s$ with the same spatial resolution as the input image. Since there is no ground truth of this structure map, we feed the structure map to the DP module, and use the ground truth depth to train $D_s$. We add a heuristic regularization loss to the structure map by encouraging the value of the structure map to be small wherever the depth map is smooth. Given the input image $I$ and corresponding ground truth $D$, the loss for training $D_s$ is

$$L = \sum_p ||\hat{D}(p) - D(p)||_1 + \lambda \sum_p ||M_s(p)||_1 \cdot e^{-\beta((\nabla_x D(p) + \nabla_y D(p)))},$$

where $\hat{D}$ is the predicted depth map, $p$ is the index of pixels, $\nabla_x$ and $\nabla_y$ are horizontal and vertical gradient operators respectively, $\lambda$ and $\beta$ are the hyper parameters.

\(^1\)https://www.kaggle.com/c/painter-by-numbers
3.3. Depth-specific Attention Module

Our goal is to learn essential structural representation for generalizable depth estimation. Currently, the structure map from the STE module contains abundant low-level structures including a large amount of depth-irrelevant structures, such as detailed texture structures on smooth surfaces. The encoder of the STE module is designed to capture low-level features with only 4 times downsampling. Besides, there are a lot of Instance Normalization (IN) operations in the encoder for better generalization, which leads to the loss of discriminative features [19, 32, 23] and is harmful for semantic feature extraction. In contrast, many researchers have found that high-level semantic knowledge [41, 18, 17, 3] is important for the depth estimation task.

To extract more influential high-level semantic knowledge for depth estimation, we design a DSA module to predict an attention map $A$ from the raw input image. This attention map helps to suppress depth-irrelevant structures by leveraging high-level semantic information extracted from the raw images. We construct the encoder part of the DSA module using the dilated residual network [52], which utilizes dilated convolutions to increase the receptive field while preserving local detailed information. Then we use a decoder to upsample the encoded features to the original resolution and add a sigmoid layer behind it to generate the attention map. Finally, the obtained attention map is used to weight the general structure map to produce the final depth-specific structure map as:

$$M_{sa} = M_s \odot M_a,$$

where $\odot$ denotes element-wise multiplication.

Since we multiply the attention map and the structure map, extra depth-irrelevant information can hardly pass through this bottleneck and the DP module is forced to estimate depth from this concise and comprehensive depth-specific structure representation.

We fix the parameters of the previously trained STE module, and train the DSA module to suppress depth-irrelevant structures to get the depth-specific structure map. Meanwhile, the DP module is trained to predict depth from the depth-specific structure map. The loss function for training the DSA and DP modules is:

$$\mathcal{L}_A = \sum_p \|\hat{D}(p) - D(p)\|_1.$$  \hfill (3)

3.4. Training Procedure

In summary, our framework consists of the following modules: STE module $S$ which consists of its encoder $\mathcal{E}_s$, and decoder $\mathcal{D}_s$, DSA module $A$ and DP module $\mathcal{P}$. Instead of training the whole network end-to-end, we design a multi-step training procedure. 1) Train $\mathcal{E}_s$ with the synthetic dataset [9] and PBN dataset. The detailed network structure and loss are presented in the supplementary. Then Fix $\mathcal{E}_s$ in the following steps. 2) Leave out $A$, train $\mathcal{D}_s$ and $\mathcal{P}$ with the loss defined in Eq. 1 on the synthetic dataset. Fix $\mathcal{D}_s$ in the following steps. 3) Involving $A$, train $A$ and $\mathcal{P}$ with the loss defined in Eq. 3 on the synthetic dataset. After this training process, we get the whole S2R-DepthNet for testing real-world images.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the implementation details and datasets in Section 4.1. We then conduct experiments on synthetic to real-world generalization task for both the outdoor and indoor scenarios. Finally, we provide the ablation studies to analyze the contribution and effectiveness of each module of our framework.

4.1. Implementation Details

Network Details. Our S2R-DepthNet consists of three modules: STE, DSA and DP. STE module is a standard encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder $\mathcal{E}_s$ is the same as [20]. The decoder $\mathcal{D}_s$ includes two up-projection layers.
Figure 4. Qualitative comparison of the depth map on the KITTI dataset. The baseline is the DP module only trained on vKITTI dataset. Compared with the approach T²Net [55] and Baseline, our method can restore clear object boundaries, such as cars and trees.

Table 1. Performance on KITTI. All results on KITTI dataset use the Eigen split [7]. K represents KITTI dataset, V is vKITTI dataset, cap means different gt/predicted depth range. For the supervision or not, Yes represents supervised learning, SSL: self-supervised learning, DG: Domain generalization and UDA: the unsupervised domain adaptation. The best results on each metric are marked in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Supervision</th>
<th>cap</th>
<th>Higher is better</th>
<th>Lower is better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>δ &lt; 1.25</td>
<td>δ &lt; 1.25σ</td>
<td>Abs Rel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigen et al. [7]</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. [58]</td>
<td>K (Video)</td>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godard et al. [14]</td>
<td>K (Stereo)</td>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP only (synthetic)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>DG</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP only (real-world)</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kundu et al. [25]</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>UDA</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T²Net [55]</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>UDA</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>DG</td>
<td>0∼80m</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zhou et al. [58]: K (Video) SSL: 0∼50m, abs rel: 0.735, 0.915, 0.968, 0.190, 1.436, 4.975, 0.258; Zhou et al. [14]: K (Stereo) SSL: 0∼50m, abs rel: 0.818, 0.931, 0.969, 0.140, 0.976, 4.471, 0.232.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Supervision</th>
<th>cap</th>
<th>Higher is better</th>
<th>Lower is better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>δ &lt; 1.25</td>
<td>δ &lt; 1.25σ</td>
<td>Abs Rel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP only (synthetic)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>DG</td>
<td>0∼50m</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP only (real-world)</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0∼50m</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kundu et al. [25]</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>UDA</td>
<td>0∼50m</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T²Net [55]</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>UDA</td>
<td>0∼50m</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>DG</td>
<td>0∼50m</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[27] to restore the encoded structural features to the original image resolution and a convolutional layer to reduce the feature maps into one-channel map. DSA module is also an encoder-decoder structure where we use a dilated residual network [52] as the encoder and three up-projection layers [27] followed by a sigmoid layer as decoder. For DP module, we follow the depth estimation network architecture of previous works [53, 55].

**Training Details.** We implement our method based on Pytorch [33]. We follow the same parameters as [20] to train STE module encoder $E$. For training the decoder $D_s$ of STE module and joint training DSA module and DP module, we use a step learning rate decay policy with Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of $10^{-4}$. We reduce the learning rate by 50% every 10 epochs. We set $\beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.999$, weight decay as $10^{-4}$ and the total number of epochs is 60. The hyper parameters $\lambda$ and $\beta$ in Eq. 1 are set to 1 and 0.001, respectively.

**Datasets.** For outdoor scenes, we use synthetic Virtual KITTI (vKITTI) [9] as the source domain dataset. We use the KITTI dataset [13] as the real-world dataset for evaluation. For indoor scenes, we use a synthetic dataset SUNCG as the source domain dataset. We follow [55] to choose image-depth pairs for training. We use the real-world indoor scene dataset, i.e. NYU Depth v2 [38] for evaluation following the same setting with previous works [55, 25, 17]. We follow the previous work [7, 8, 27, 58] and use standard evaluation metrics. All results are reported using median scaling as in [25, 58], expect that real-world data is used for semi-supervised training.

### 4.2. Experimental results

Our settings are similar to the typical unsupervised domain adaptation setting, except that we do not access any real-world images. Therefore, we mainly compare with some state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods on depth estimation [25, 55]. We do not compare with [53] because it is designed for training with real-world stereo pairs. We compare two challenging tasks separately: vKITTI [9] to KITTI [13] and SUNCG [40] to NYU Depth v2 [38]. To better demonstrate the generalizability of our method, we conduct experiments on more auto-driving datasets: Cityscapes [5], DrivingStereo [48] and nuSenses [2]. In addition, when using a small amount of labeled real-world data, we also compare with state-of-the-art methods under the same semi-supervised setting.
vKITTI → KITTI. We report experimental results of the proposed method in Table 1. We use the Eigen split [7] in the KITTI dataset, which is the same as previous methods [7, 29, 58, 14, 25, 55]. The spatial resolutions are also kept the same. We take the DP module trained on vKITTI and tested on KITTI as the baseline denoted as DP only (synthetic). We also provide the result of DP module trained and tested on KITTI for reference (denoted as DP only (real-world)), which can be regarded as the upper bound. We choose previous state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods on depth estimation [25, 55] that are most similar to our setting for comparison. We also compare to some supervised and self-supervised methods for reference. However, it is worth noting that even though our method does not use any real-world images for training, it still outperforms the current state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods on the depth estimation task. Results from $T^2$Net [55] are recomputed using median scaling with the official pretrained model for fair comparison. Specifically, compared with $T^2$Net [55], our method improves on $\delta < 1.25$ by 31.7% at cap of 80m and 2.59% at cap of 50m. The Abs-Rel is reduced by 3.51% at cap of 80m and 3.66% at cap of 50m. RMSE is reduced by 4.19% at cap of 80m and 3.31% at cap of 50m. Even though we do not see the style of real-world images of testing dataset, our proposed method still outperforms the state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods that use real-world image for training. These significant improvements in all the metrics demonstrate that our proposed structural representation has strong generalization capability on unseen scenes.

In order to further verify the effectiveness of our method, we consider another practical scenario in which there is a small amount of real-world ground-truth data available during training [54, 25]. It can be referred to as a semi-supervised setting. For a fair comparison, we follow the previous works [54, 25] and choose the first 1000 (4.42% of the total dataset) frames in KITTI as the small amount of real-world labeled data used for training. The semi-supervised version of our method is fine-tuned with these 1000 frames of labeled real-world data based on the domain generalization model. The quantitative results are reported in Table 2. Our method achieves the best performance on all the metrics at both 80m and 50m caps compared with previous methods under the same semi-supervised setting [54, 25]. Specifically, compared with Zhao et al. [54], our method reduces Abs-Rel by 18.9%, RMSE by 6.1% and improves $\delta < 1.25$ by 7.79% at cap of 80m. When compared with Kundu et al. [25], the Abs-Rel is decreased by 31.5%, RMSE is decreased by 20.3% and $\delta < 1.25$ is increased by 11.0% at cap of 50m. It is worth noting that even though
we do not use any real-world data, our domain generalization (DG) version still outperforms Kundu et al. [25]’s semi-supervised version at cap of 80m and 50m. Kuznietsov et al. [26] use the 7346 (32.5% of total dataset) image-depth pairs and 12600 stereo pairs for training. We still achieve comparable performance with much less real-world data.

As Figure 3 shows, it is obvious that the learned structure maps preserve the fine scene structures. However, these structures contain a lot of depth-irrelevant structures highlighted with red boxes, such as lane lines, textures on houses, etc. The attention maps focus on the object region with geometric structures (such as cars), layout (house silhouette and road guardrail, etc.). In the depth-specific structural maps, many depth-irrelevant structures (lanes on the road and logos on the sign) are suppressed. Another interesting observation is the stronger response in the sky region. The sky with farthest depth value indicates vanishing point, which is an important cue for depth estimation and can be regarded as a kind of strong depth-specific information.

We also provide qualitative comparisons in Figure 4. Our predicted depth map can restore clear object boundaries, such as cars, trees, and even the structure of tiny objects, which further demonstrates that our structural representations carry essential information for depth prediction.

**SUNCG → NYU Depth v2.** Compared with outdoor scenes, indoor scenes have more various spatial structures and more diverse object categories. We compare with a depth estimation method based on domain adaptation [55]. We also list some deep learning based supervised depth estimation methods [7, 28] for reference, which use 120K real-world image-depth pairs to train the models. As Table 3 shows, our method significantly outperforms the domain adaptation method [55] which uses real images of NYU Depth v2 for training.

We also visualize the representations in Figure 5. Interestingly, our depth-specific representations focus on the layout, junctions and object boundaries of indoor scenes. It is worth noting that the boundaries here are not edge maps but some important boundaries that can clearly reflect the geometric structure of the object. Compared with the structure map, the depth-specific structure map suppresses a large number of structures that are not related to depth information, such as photos on the wall and the texture structure of the floor, etc. Similar characteristics are observed for NYU Depth v2. This also validates that the structural representations reflect the most essential information of depth estimation, which can be effectively transfered between various domains. In Figure 6, we provide qualitative comparisons showing that our results are visually better that other methods. For example, the tables in the first and third rows and the sofas in the second and fourth rows maintain the finer geometric structure and object boundaries.

**Generalization Results on More Datasets** Here we further validate our method on the cross-dataset tasks, i.e., vKITTI → Cityscapes/DrivingStereo/nuScenes. These three target datasets are auto-driving scenes, but the domain gap is larger compared to vKITTI → KITTI due to the variety of camera, location, whether and so on. We follow the same setting as vKITTI → KITTI. As shown in Table 4 and Figure 7, even though the domain gap is larger, our method consistently achieves significantly better gener-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>Higher is better</th>
<th>Lower is better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta &lt; 1.25$</td>
<td>$\delta &lt; 1.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline(vKITTI→Cityscapes)</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T$^2$Net(vKITTI→Cityscapes)</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(vKITTI→Cityscapes)</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline(vKITTI→DrivingStereo)</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T$^2$Net(vKITTI→DrivingStereo)</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(vKITTI→DrivingStereo)</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline(vKITTI→nuScenes)</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T$^2$Net(vKITTI→nuScenes)</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(vKITTI→nuScenes)</td>
<td><strong>0.601</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.815</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison of the depth maps on the NYU Depth v2 dataset. Our method restores clear object boundaries, e.g., sofas and tables.

Figure 7. Qualitative results on the cross-datasets. From top to bottom: Cityscapes/DrivingStereo/nuScenes.
alizability than the Baseline and UDA method $T^2$Net. The improvements vary depending on the structural domain gap.

### 4.3. Ablation Study

For the outdoor datasets, we use the DP module with raw image input as our baseline. We present the results of vKITTI→KITTI in Table 5. The performance is gradually improved by incorporating STE module and DSA module. More specifically, after adding STE module, all the metrics are improved by a large margin from the baseline, where $\delta < 1.25$ is increased by 13.7%. Abs-Rel is reduced by 14.8% and RMSE is reduced by 6.47%, which shows that removing the style information in the original images can effectively improve the generalization ability of the depth estimation task. After adding DSA module, the performance in all metrics has been further improved, i.e., $\delta < 1.25$ is increased by 6.99%, Abs-Rel is reduced by 17.9% and RMSE is reduced by 13.8%, which shows that the removal of depth-irrelevant structures can further improve the generalization ability of the model.

We study two more combinations of structure map and attention map: addition (+STE + DRA (Add)) and concatenation (+STE + DRA (Concat)). As Table 5 shows, our element-wise multiplication model (+STE + DRA (⊗)) is more effective, because we use the predicted attention map to weight the general structure, which can be regarded as a bottleneck, suppressing depth-irrelevant information and enhancing depth-specific information, while the addition or concatenation operations introduce redundancy and cannot act as the bottleneck effectively.

Intuitively, edge map and the semantic segmentation map can also be regarded as structural representations. For the edge map, we apply the Sobel operator [39] to acquire the edge maps corresponding to the vKITTI and KITTI images. For the semantic segmentation map, vKITTI dataset provides semantic labels, and we use one of the state-of-the-art semantic segmentation methods [59] to predict semantic segmentation maps for KITTI. As illustrated in Table 5, edge maps and semantic segmentation maps can indeed improve the generalization ability of the network. Since our depth-specific representations only contains the most essential information for depth estimation, they have greater advantages over edge maps and semantic segmentation maps.

In addition, we provide ablation study of our method in indoor scenes on SUNCG [40] and NYU Depth v2 [38] datasets in Table 3. We observe similar trends as reported in the outdoor scenario. Specifically, by adding STE module, the performance of our method has been greatly improved. After adding DSA module, the performance has been further improved. It is worth noting that the encoder part of our STE module uses the parameters trained on vKITTI (outdoor scenes) and PBN dataset. Although the indoor and outdoor scenes are very different, STE module can still work well in indoor scenes and learn the corresponding structure map of the indoor scenes.

### 5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel structural representation for generalizable depth estimation. Our learnt representation can be well generalized to unseen real-world images when trained on synthetic data, though there is an obvious style gap. The key is to extract structure information which is disentangled from various domain styles. Since the extracted structure map only contains low-level general structures including a large amount of depth-irrelevant ones, we further propose the DSA module to extract complementary high-level semantic information from image to suppress depth-irrelevant content. The depth-specific structure map works as an information bottleneck and forces the network to infer depth from these essential representations rather than raw images. We even achieve better performance on unseen real-world images than the state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods which uses the real images from target domain for training. As for the limitation, we still need the scenarios (e.g. indoor or outdoor) to be similar between the synthetic and real-world images. This can be addressed by using a general synthetic dataset with various scenarios.
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